Minutes
AVE Business Meeting
Limerick
16 July 2017

1. AVE SG Member list
   • Up-to-date StG member list

2. Minutes of the StG's Business Meeting 2016
   • Minutes of the Study Group's Business Meeting in Ljubljana have been approved with 1 abstention (Paola Barzan). The minutes are available on line on the StG website: http://www.ictmusic.org/group/audiovisual-ethnomusicology

   • Yu Hui from Yunnan University announced that the proceedings will be published as a book (not as “proceedings”) by Zhejiang University within the year and it will include a DVD. In the Introduction, will be pointed out by the three editors (Yu Hui, Leonardo D'Amico and Yves Defrance) that the selected papers come from the 1st symposium on Audiovisual Ethnomusicology.
4. Next Symposia

- Salwa Castelo-Branco proposed to organize the 2nd symposium in Lisbon in October, during DocLisboa, or in the last weekend of June (27—30.06.2018). Following the vote, the assembly decided for June 27—30.06.2018.

- Salwa proposed to invite as keynote speaker the visual anthropologist Catarina Alves Costa.


- Leonardo D’Amico suggested to organize a workshop with a professional filmmaker.

- Themes for the next Symposium:
  - Same themes employed at the 1st Symposium in 2016 (theories and methods in audiovisual ethnomusicology, uses of audiovisual archives in ethnomusicological research, new research)
  - New themes: copyright, ethics, YouTube, safeguarding, didactic tool, use of archival material, subtitles;

- Yu Hui has proposed to host the 3rd Symposium in 2020 at Yunnan University in Kunming (China) in joint venture with the StG on Music and Minorities.
- Nico Staiti also proposed to host a Symposium of our StG at University of Bologna (Italy) in the future.
- Ram Prasad Kadel showed interest to host a Symposium at the Music Museum of Nepal during the Folk Music Film Festival in the next years.

5. Other issues

- Leonardo D'Amico has suggested to create a specific website focused on Audiovisual Ethnomusicology as a web journal or blog including articles and news about new films, books, conferences, call for papers, etc.

- Nico Staiti proposed to use a recently created web site Sound Etnographies (https://soundethnography.com) for this purpose.
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